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Abstract

Recent years have seen significant advances in machine per-
ception, which have enabled AI systems to become grounded
in the world. While AI systems can now ”read” and ”see”,
they still cannot read between the lines and see through the
lens, unlike humans. We propose the novel task of hidden
message and intention identification: given some perceptual
input (i.e., a text, an image), the goal is to produce a short
description of the message the input transmits and the hidden
intention of its author, if any. Not only will a solution to this
task enable machine perception technologies to reach the next
level of complexity, but it will be an important step towards
addressing a task that has recently received a lot of public
attention, political manipulation in social media.

1 Introduction

In an increasingly online world, information reaches far and
wide. Social media, forums, and messaging platforms have
enabled citizens to speak their mind and facilitated the rapid
proliferation of a wide range of content: from personal anec-
dotes, videos, and memes to political views and full-blown
opinion and news articles from other users and third par-
ties. The ubiquity and reach of online platforms empowers
individuals to share information and unite behind common
goals. At the same time, however, it exposes them to com-
plexly orchestrated campaigns of manipulation that aim to
influence public opinion and achieve political goals. Such
objectives might include inducing fear and distrust, smear-
ing or discrediting, raising support for political entities, cre-
ating and reinforcing division and discord in societies, and
generating action or inaction among the population.

In recent years, known instances of such political manipu-
lation have increased at an alarming rate. Noteworthy exam-
ples include ISIS’ use of social media for propaganda and
recruitment (Farwell 2014), state-sponsored interference in
the 2016 U.S. presidential election (DiResta et al. 2018)
(which included, among other things, spreading false in-
formation to prevent people from voting and disseminating
content attacking the presidential candidates), public opin-
ion manipulation through Twitter bots in Venezuela (Forelle
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et al. 2015) and crowdsourcing in Vietnam (Pham 2013),
and, more recently, the dissemination of pro-government
and anti-activist memes and posts on Twitter and Face-
book during the 2019 Hong Kong protests (Gleicher 2019;
Safety 2019). Research and journalistic evidence suggests
that the popularity of engaging in such campaigns is only
increasing worldwide (Bradshaw and Howard 2018), and
that political manipulation in social media is carried out
not only by foreign but also domestic parties (Barrett 2019;
WNYC Studios 2019).

Several strategies prevail in these political manipulation
campaigns. A common strategy is framing, which refers to
the way the media presents information to the audience with
the goal of influencing the choices they make about how to
process that information. As an example, consider the re-
cent protests in Hong Kong. A journalist who focused on
reporting the police’s overuse of weapons in curbing the
protests and how many protesters were injured as a result
will likely trigger a negative sentiment towards the police.
In contrast, a journalist who focused on reporting how vio-
lent the protesters were (e.g., throwing bricks at the police,
setting fire in the street, preventing tourists from entering
the airport’s security area) will likely trigger a negative sen-
timent towards the protesters. More sophisticated campaigns
may involve a combination of this and other tactics.

How can artificial intelligence (AI) be used to counter po-
litical manipulation? We propose to use AI to identify the
hidden messages behind a perceptual input, be it an image, a
video, a speech, or a text document, along with the intention
or goal of the author behind it. Specifically, we define the
novel task of hidden message and intention identification as
follows. Given a perceptual input, the goal is to automati-
cally generate a short description (e.g., a phrase, a clause, or
a sentence) of the message(s) conveyed by the input, as well
as a separate description of the intention(s) that exists behind
each message. Note that the surface message and intention
of an author are different from his/her hidden message and
intentions. Consider again the example on the Hong Kong
protests. Regardless of how the protests were framed, the
(typical) surface intention of the journalists is to report on
the ongoing protest events in Hong Kong, with no particu-
lar message being relayed by journalists other than the facts
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reported in their articles. However, if a report focuses on
the violent acts carried out by the protesters, then the report
could implicitly convey messages such as The protesters are
violent, The protesters are criminals, or The protesters are
dangerous, which would inevitably sway the public’s opin-
ion on the protests. From this, one could say that the author
of said report could have the intention of Discrediting the
protesters or Supporting the government.

AI could therefore alleviate political manipulation by al-
lowing the public to understand the hidden messages and in-
tentions of an author and using this additional information to
determine how trustworthy a given source of information is.
Note that our proposed task is different from intent recogni-
tion in dialogue systems, where the goal is to recognize the
surface intent underlying an utterance (Larson et al. 2019)
(e.g., is it a ”request” or a ”confirmation”?).

While we use political manipulation as an example to mo-
tivate the task of hidden intention and message identifica-
tion, being able to unveil an author’s hidden intentions and
identify his/her messages has broader implications in AI.
While recent advances in computer vision and speech and
language processing have enabled AI systems to ”see” the
objects in an image and ”read” the words in a document,
these systems still cannot see through the lens and read be-
tween the lines. In other words, they are still far from being
able to understand the message(s) the author intends to con-
vey in an image or a document, unlike humans. Being able
to understand these hidden intentions and messages like hu-
mans requires that a machine achieve a deeper level of un-
derstanding of a perceptual input, enabling machine percep-
tion to get one step closer to human perception. Oftentimes,
world knowledge (e.g., that protesters and the government
are antagonists in the 2019 Hong Kong protests, and that
support for police implies support for government) is needed
to achieve a deep understanding of a perceptual input, but ac-
quiring and incorporating world knowledge into AI systems
remains a key research challenge.

While our task involves unveiling the hidden intention(s)
of an author of a text or an image, as well as identifying
the hidden message(s) it conveys, no one other than the au-
thor can say for sure what his/her real hidden intention(s)
and message(s) are. Hence, in reality, our task involves in-
ferring the hidden message(s) and intention(s) of an author
as perceived by the human audience. Note that this realistic
version of the task aligns perfectly with our goal of making
machine perception one step closer to human perception.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2
and 3 discuss the challenges involved in identifying an au-
thor’s intention(s) and message(s) from two major kinds of
perceptual input: memes/images and text. Section 4 outlines
the first step towards automatic identification of hidden in-
tentions and messages. Finally, we present concluding re-
marks in Section 5.

2 Memes and Images
Memes — user-created combinations of pictures and images
overlaid with text — frequently flood Facebook, Twitter, In-
stagram, and Reddit feeds, and are also frequently shared
directly through instant messaging on social circles. These

relatively simple pieces of media are easy to make, tend
to be catchy, and have a lower cognitive cost when com-
pared to traditional pieces of media like text and videos,
and are therefore easily viralized online. Although memes
were first deployed mainly for comedic purposes, nowadays
users use them to express opinions on a variety of topics,
including politics, events, religion, personal values, and leg-
islation. While a lot of recent research has focused on de-
tecting malicious content in text (Hanselowski et al. 2018;
Kiesel et al. 2019), there is suggestive evidence that images
and memes are a key tool for the transmission of ideological
and political content (Barrett 2019).

Adding to the well-known ad campaign carried out by the
Internet Research Agency (IRA) targeting American poli-
tics in 2016, a recent report commissioned by the U.S. Sen-
ate Intelligence Committee (DiResta et al. 2018) points out
that during the 2016 interference campaign on the U.S. elec-
tions, the IRA enjoyed more user engagement on Instagram
(an image-centric platform) than on any other social plat-
forms. Researchers also found that, between 2015 and 2018,
there were 187 million user engagements with IRA material
on Instagram. Recently, Facebook and Twitter have released
statements detailing the detection of pro-government memes
in their respective platforms in the wake of the 2019 Hong
Kong protests (Safety 2019; Gleicher 2019).

Challenges Identifying a meme’s messages and intentions
is not a trivial task. The role of text and images is not the
same across memes: text can be used to show quotes, la-
bel the entities involved in a meme, explicitly or implic-
itly state the message of a meme, or put images in context.
Understanding memes (and the messages behind them) re-
quires world knowledge such as: a) identifying specific en-
tities present in an image, b) relating the visual structure
of a meme to established types of memes, and c) identify-
ing symbols, signs or figures and understanding how they
shape the message of a meme. Figure 1 shows three memes,
whose corresponding hidden messages and intentions can
be found in the caption. For example, the leftmost meme
never explicitly names specific entities, yet the images can
be inferred to refer to the Hong Kong protesters. The sec-
ond meme shows a Facebook ad with images of religious
figures such as Satan and Jesus. Here, text is used to label
a dialogue between the figures of Satan and Jesus, and an
association is made between Clinton and Satan based on the
dialogue. However, understanding that this is bad requires
the knowledge that Satan and Jesus are figures typically as-
sociated with strongly negative and positive valences respec-
tively. Furthermore, knowing that Jesus and Satan are rival
figures, it should not be difficult to see that the author tries
to associate Trump with Jesus. The rightmost meme is quite
different from the other two memes because the imagery of
kermit the frog has nothing to do with the topic of the meme
— kermit the frog drinking a beverage indicates that this
meme is indirectly criticizing something or someone. Here,
text content is used to explicitly state the subject matter that
”democrats are going to plow on until they lose all”, but the
text also states that ”but that is none of my business”. While
at face value the text might indicate that the meme is merely
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Figure 1: Example memes. The first meme conveys hidden messages such as The protesters are dangerous/violent/evil, with
the hidden intention of Discrediting protesters/Legitimizing the government’s anti-protest actions. The second meme conveys
hidden messages through associations: Satan is associated with Hillary Clinton, while Jesus is implicitly associated with Trump,
reflecting a negative stance on Hillary and a positive stance on Trump; the corresponding intentions would be Convince people
to vote for Donald Trump/Slander Hillary Clinton/Support Donald Trump. The third meme conveys the hidden message that
Democrats are making bad decisions, with the hidden intention of Criticizing Democrats.

pointing a fact out, the imagery of kermit the frog helps clar-
ify that the meme is indeed criticizing Democrats.

Related work While computer vision researchers have
long worked on tasks such as object recognition and image
captioning, systems mostly focus on describing content at
face value rather than reasoning over the meaning of the con-
tent. Popular datasets such as COCO (Lin et al. 2014), Ima-
geNet (Deng et al. 2009), and Conceptual Captions (Sharma
et al. 2018) are mainly concerned with recognizing objects
in photographs and providing a description of the content in
pictures (e.g., ”a dog running on a beach”). Such systems are
definitely useful for understanding memes. For example, it
might be useful to know that the second meme in Figure 1
depicts ”Jesus and Satan arm-wrestling”, as this helps iden-
tify key figures and a context of conflict. However, as we
explained above, they are not direct solutions to the prob-
lem. Past research on automatic meme captioning (Wang
and Wen 2015) is closer to image captioning in this sense.

3 Text

Hidden messages and intentions on text content exist on a
spectrum: on one hand, rants and opinion pieces may use
inflammatory language and explicitly support or attack spe-
cific ideas, values or entities; on the other, content creators
may use subtle language cues, cherry-pick facts, or frame in-
formation in ways that might transmit messages to the reader
implicitly. For example, if an author wishes to manipulate
readers into being more accepting of a particular political
party’s campaign to establish stricter immigration laws, one
could try to impress upon readers the idea that immigrants
are dangerous (hidden message), or simply frame concepts
related to immigration law or said political party’s decisions
in a positive manner, either by implying positive associations

(for example, associating the party with well-respected fig-
ures), or by implying that the party knows what it is doing
(hidden message). By doing this, the author might achieve
his/her intention of Eliciting support for the party’s cam-
paign. As another example, consider the following excerpt
from an article on the seizure of a fentanyl shipment by Mex-
ican authorities in 2019 (100percentfedup.com 2019):

Today, the Mexican Navy stopped a massive shipment
of fentanyl coming from Shanghai, China that was
headed to the notorious Sinaloa Cartel. Ryan Saave-
dra of the Daily Wire did some math and discovered
the Mexican Navy apprehended enough fentanyl to kill
over 7 billion people.
President Trump has been very vocal about his commit-
ment to stop the opioid crisis in America.
DEA Special Agent Clyde E. Shelley has identified fen-
tanyl as “the number one threat causing the opioid epi-
demic in America.”
The Mexican drug cartels have been sneaking ille-
gal drugs like fentanyl, across our southern border for
decades, while Democrat lawmakers fight to keep our
borders open.

The article starts by introducing an objective event: the
seizure of a fentanyl shipment. It then provides estimates
.. enough fentanyl to kill over 7 billion people to develop a
sense of urgency in readers. It then jumps to state that Presi-
dent Trump has been vocal about his commitment to stop the
opioid crisis in America, an important issue for U.S. society
which has garnered significant attention recently. Note that
this jump implies a negative stance on China with the opioid
crisis in the U.S.. After a (true) quote meant to raise a sense
of urgency again, the article points out that Mexican cartels
have been sneaking illegal drugs through the southern U.S.
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border while ”Democrat lawmakers fight to keep our borders
open”, this last part implies an association between keeping
borders open and drug trafficking as well as with the opi-
oid crisis, and is phrased in a way that seems to imply that
Democrat lawmakers are ignoring the opioid crisis at best
and that Democrat lawmakers are confabulating to keep the
opioid crisis going at worst.

Although this appears to be an informative news article, it
effectively transmits several hidden messages. Specifically,
it intends to depict President Trump as a positive figure,
who is committed to solving a problem for U.S. citizens,
while depicting Democrats in a negative light, possibly hold-
ing China accountable for the opioid crisis in the U.S., and
implying that keeping borders open is making the problem
worse. Further, in light of recent events this article could be
seen as an attempt to covertly legitimize President Trump’s
trade war with China and immigration policy.

Challenges For systems to be able to extract the aforemen-
tioned hidden messages, they need to a) understand the mes-
sages implied by rhetoric (e.g., how jumping from fentanyl
and China to the opioid crisis establishes a connection be-
tween them), b) acquire world knowledge (such that the opi-
oid crisis is an important problem for Americans), and c) es-
tablish connections between the entities, events and actions
in the text and the policies, entities, or events not mentioned
(such as drawing a connection between immigration policy
and keeping borders open). In addition, systems should be
able to understand implicit expressions of sentiment (like
the negative sentiment implied on Democrats). It would per-
haps also be useful to have systems perform fact verifica-
tion (Thorne et al. 2018), since false claims can be indicative
of manipulative behavior. However, as this example shows,
content creators need not make false claims to spin content
in a way that aligns with their political interests.

Related work Research relevant to this task includes
fine-grained sentiment analysis (Pang and Lee 2008; Liu
2015), where the goal is to determine the sentiment (pos-
itive/negative/neutral) expressed towards a particular tar-
get/entity. Although fine-grained sentiment analysis is a
well-researched task, the majority of research on the area
is focused on explicit sentiment rather than implicit senti-
ment, which may more likely appear in well-crafted manip-
ulative text content (compare, for example, ”this phone is
amazing!” with ”this phone fits in my pocket easily”). An-
other related task is stance detection (Agrawal et al. 2003;
Thomas, Pang, and Lee 2006; Balahur, Kozareva, and Mon-
toyo 2009; Murakami and Raymond 2010; Somasundaran
and Wiebe 2010; Wang and Rosé 2010; Anand et al. 2011;
Biran and Rambow 2011; Hasan and Ng 2013; Mohammad
et al. 2016; Ruder et al. 2018; Sun et al. 2018). Stance detec-
tion aims to infer the author’s stance (for or against) towards
a particular topic based on what s/he wrote and can therefore
be viewed as a special case of hidden intention identification.
A somewhat relevant task is argument persuasiveness scor-
ing (Persing and Ng 2015; Habernal and Gurevych 2016a;
2016b; Wei, Liu, and Li 2016; Stab and Gurevych 2017;
Eger, Daxenberger, and Gurevych 2017; Persing and Ng
2017), where the goal is to determine how persuasive an ar-

gument is. Typically, the persuasiveness of an argument can
affect the ease with which the reader can infer the author’s
hidden intention(s) and message(s).

4 The First Step: Corpus Construction
Given the challenges in hidden intention and message identi-
fication, how can we address this task? Since we want a ma-
chine to learn how humans perceive hidden intentions and
messages, we propose to employ machine learning (ML),
particularly deep learning, given their successful applica-
tions to vision and natural language processing (NLP) tasks.

The question, then, is: how can we create an annotated
corpus of training instances, each of which is a perceptual
input paired with the corresponding (short) description of
its author’s hidden intention(s) and message(s)? We can rely
on a handful of human experts. However, this will unlikely
yield a sufficiently large corpus. While a large corpus is gen-
erally needed for successful application of deep learning, we
believe that a large training corpus is essential for a task as
complex as hidden intention and message identification, as
a large corpus will likely encode a lot of the world knowl-
edge needed for the task (see Sections 2 and 3). One way to
automatically obtain a large amount of training data is dis-
tant supervision (Mintz et al. 2009). For instance, stances
taken by Fox News can be assumed to be pro-Republican.
While we believe that distant supervision can help to a cer-
tain extent, it probably cannot cover different kinds of in-
tentions and messages, particularly the more complex ones.
We believe the most promising approach to create a large
annotated training set in a reasonably short period of time is
crowdsourcing (Brabham 2013), where we hire workers on
crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk
to obtain multiple annotations for each perceptual input.

Given a text or an image, the three annotation tasks are
to (1) determine whether the text or image conveys hidden
messages, and if yes, (2) what these messages are and (3)
what the intention(s) of the author are. A natural question
is: will different workers always agree on all or even one of
these tasks? The answer is no. If the answer were yes, then
the political manipulation problem would not exist: people
are manipulated in part because not all of them understand
these hidden intentions and messages.

Moreover, the same intentions and messages can be lex-
ically realized in different ways. For instance, in the Hong
Kong protest example, ”pro-government” and ”pro-police”
can be viewed as similar, if not equivalent, intentions. Fi-
nally, it is possible that workers produce different descrip-
tions because the given perceptual input may be associated
with more than one intention or message. Hence, we believe
that one should not be overly concerned that workers pro-
duce different descriptions for the same training instance.

A relevant question, then, is: what if the workers gen-
erate contradictory descriptions for the same training in-
stance? We believe that this is unlikely. While workers can
biased by their beliefs and cultural context, this would most
likely translate into some workers being more sensitive to-
wards certain content or ideas than others (e.g., a strongly
religious worker might be more sensitive to content which
criticizes religion than an agnostic worker). We would not
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expect workers to interpret pro-Democrat content as pro-
Republican, unless they are confused between Democratic
or Republican agendas and values or have no such knowl-
edge at all. Noisy labels produced as a result of this kind of
situation can be easily singled out as long as the majority of
the labels are consistent with each other.

The next question is: can all workers fail to identify hid-
den messages and intentions even if they exist? While the ex-
amples discussed earlier provide suggestive evidence that it
is possible to identify hidden intentions and messages, noth-
ing guarantees that they can always be identified, especially
if they are more subtle than those in the political domain.
While this remains a research question, we may reduce the
likelihood that this happens by hiring workers with varied
backgrounds (e.g., they are in different parts of the world
with different education levels).

Another relevant question is: why formulate this task as a
generation task, where the goal is to generate a short natu-
ral language description of the message(s) and the intent(s),
rather than as a classification task, where the goal is to iden-
tify the message(s) and intent(s) from a predefined set? To
formulate this as a classification task, one will have to de-
fine a taxonomy of intentions and messages. Not only may
the number of intents and messages be large, but the they
may be domain-dependent and hence have to be designed
for each domain of interest. Even if we manage to design
this taxonomy, inter-annotator agreement among the crowd-
sourced workers could be low if the taxonomy is sufficiently
complex, as it is typically unrealistic to expect these workers
to understand the meaning associated with each intent in a
complex taxonomy. Given the successful application of re-
current neural networks (Jain and Medsker 1999) to natural
language generation tasks, we believe that it is a good idea
to cast it as a generation task.

5 Concluding Remarks
We introduced the novel task of hidden intention and mes-
sage identification and discussed its possible application to
memes and text content, along with the challenges inherent
to these types of media, such as the interpretation of vi-
sual structure, entity recognition, the interpretation of sym-
bols and figures for memes and implicit sentiment detection,
the interpretation of prose, and the automatic acquisition of
world knowledge and entity associations for text. Further,
although not in the scope of this paper, this task could be
expanded to include other types of media such as videos;
specifically political shows and recorded public statements,
where emotion recognition from images (You et al. 2015;
2016), speech cues, facial expressions and bodily gestures
(Jiang, Xu, and Xue 2014; Pereira et al. 2016) could be use-
ful in identifying hidden messages and intentions. We be-
lieve that the task has broader implications in AI, as the
ability to understand hidden messages and intentions like
humans requires that a machine achieve a deeper level of
understanding of a perceptual input, enabling machine per-
ception to get one step closer to human perception.

Work on this task could lead to the development of useful
tools for researchers, governments, and citizens that could
be applied to problems such as: (1) detection of bias in

news articles and media outlets; (2) identification of spon-
sored propaganda and manipulation campaigns; (3) discov-
ery and study of political echo chambers and radicalization
campaigns; and (4) detection of fear-inducing content meant
to destabilize the economy. On the other hand, it is also easy
to see how this technology could be weaponized to hamper
free-speech, with journalists and sites being automatically
flagged based on the messages expressed by their content
and those who consume said content being profiled.

Given the complexity the task and the problems inherent
to building a dataset for it, we recommend that a shared task
on this problem be organized with the goal of identifying
interested researchers and jumpstarting work on it.
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